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Introduction
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Industrial automation market customers:

• Machine manufacturers

• Plant builders

Products:

• Supervisory control systems based on ARM and 
x86 architectures



- The OPC Unified Architecture (UA) is a platform independent service-oriented architecture
- Integrates all the functionality of the OPC Classic specifications

- Based on Microsoft Windows technology
- Using COM/DCOM for the exchange of data between software components

- Platform independent
- Hardware platforms: traditional PCs, cloud-based servers, PLCs, micro-controllers, etc
- Operating systems: Microsoft Windows, Linux, Android, Apple OSX, etc

- Secure
- Encryption, authentication, user control, auditing

- Extensible
- New features can be added without affecting existing applications

- OPC UA is applicable to components in all industrial domains, such as
- industrial sensors
- actuators
- control systems
- MES and ERP systems
- IIoT
- M2M
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OPC UA overview



- Transport mechanisms
- Two communication models

- Client Server: request/response messages between clients and servers

- PubSub: publishers transfer information to subscribers

- Protocol mappings for establishing a connection and exchanging messages
- Optimized binary TCP protocol

- Information modeling
- Defines rules and base building blocks to expose an information model

- Object-oriented hierarchical address space

- New information models can be created from the OPC UA base information model
- Companion specifications: industry standards models

- Vendor-specific information models
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OPC UA transport mechanisms
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- Servers provide services

- Servers define information models which clients can dynamically discover

- Each system may contain multiple clients and servers

- Each client may interact concurrently with multiple servers

- Each server may interact concurrently with multiple clients

- An application may combine server and client components to allow interaction with other 
servers and clients
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Client Server communication model



- The PubSub communication model distributes data and events from an OPC UA 
information source to interested observers

- PubSub is not bound to a particular messaging system
- Use of AMQP with JSON data encoding supports cloud integration

- Publishers send messages to a message-oriented middleware
- No knowledge of subscribers

- Subscribers express interest in specific types of data and process messages containing 
such data
- No knowledge of publishers

- PubSub supports two message-oriented middleware variants
- Broker-less form: network infrastructure routing datagram-based messages (e.g., UDP)

- Broker-based form: publishers and subscribers communicate with a message broker (AMQP or MQTT)
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OPC UA PubSub



- Both communication models 
are based on the OPC UA 
information model

- PubSub can be easily integrated 
into servers and clients
- Typically a publisher will be a 

server and a subscriber will be a 
client

- Such role dependency is not 
required
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Integration of communication models



UNIQO HMI
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Complete SW platform for 
developing industrial

automation applications

Based on a cross-platform
framework
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CLOUD

MQTT, AMQP,
OPC UA PubSub

FIELD

Fieldbus
OPC UA

M2M
OPC UA
Server
Client

M2M
OPC UA
Server
Client

• Siemens
• CODESYS
• TwinCAT
• Omron FINS & 

EtherNET/IP
• Rockwell EtherNET/IP
• Mitsubishi FX/Q
• Modbus (clients)



OPC UA information modeling
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- The OPC UA address space is the set of objects and related information that a server 
makes available to clients

- Objects and their components are represented as a set of nodes described by attributes 
and interconnected by references
- Attributes are data elements describing nodes

- References relate nodes to each other

- Variables are used to represent values

- Servers provide type definitions for objects and variables
- Objects are instances of object types and variables are instances of variable types

- Type definition nodes reference the instance declarations they consist of
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OPC UA address space



OPC UA typing system

1. Create a new object (“Motor1”) with two 
variables, “Speed” and “Acceleration”
- Instance of the BaseObjectType type (base type 

for all objects)

2. Realize that there could be multiple motors, 
and all of them share the same structure, so 
create a new object type “Motor” having 
“Speed” and “Acceleration” as instance 
declarations

3. Represent the “Motor1” and “Motor2” objects 
as instances of the newly created “Motor” 
object type
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- Subtyping of object types and variable types allows
- Clients that only know the supertype to handle an instance 

of the subtype as if it were an instance of the supertype

- Instances of the supertype to be replaced by instances of 
the subtype

- Specialized types that inherit common characteristics of 
the base type

- Subtypes reflect the structure defined by their 
supertype

- But may add additional characteristics
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1. Create a new object (“Machine1”) containing three 
“Motor” objects
- Instance of the BaseObjectType type

2. Realize that there could be multiple machines 
sharing the same structure, so create a new object 
type “Machine” having three “Motor” objects as 
instance declarations

3. Exploit the description of the structure of the 
machine for integration with MES
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UI widgets tied to user-defined types (I)

Placeholder variable
that can point to
a Motor instance

The gauge’s value is dynamically
linked to the “Speed” variable
of the selected Motor instance

{DataContext}/Speed

The gauge’s value is dynamically
linked to the “Acceleration” variable

of the selected Motor instance

{DataContext}/Acceleration
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UI widgets tied to user-defined types (II)

Motors/Motor1 Motors/Motor2 Motors/Motor3



- UNIQO HMI is bundled with a C# 
API that allows the user to
- Extend the project’s functionality with 

reusable user-defined logic
- Through scripts and .NET code that 

can be associated to project nodes

- Navigate and manipulate the project’s 
information model

- C# classes corresponding to user-
defined types are automatically 
generated

- Follow references and create new 
objects

- Integrate already existing .NET code 
into the project
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C# programming



- Design efficiency
- Abstraction and reuse

- Self-contained description of the structure of components

- System integration by components

- Extensibility through
- Inheritance: focus on differences of subtype with respect to supertype

- Composition: aggregation of multiple components

- Description of structure enables customization
- Pivotal in the Italian market, where customization is a must
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Benefits



UA companion specifications
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- Companion specifications are information models that address a specific industry field
- E.g. packaging, pharmaceutical, vision, etc
- Created on top of the base OPC UA information models
- Typically created in a joint working group between the OPC Foundation and another organization (or 

industrial consortium)

- Prerequisite for real M2M in Industry 4.0
- Companion specifications allow to define machine semantics mutually agreed upon
- Respond to the need for sharing of semantics in Industry 4.0

- ASEM defined companion specifications for
- User interface (UI)
- Data stores (i.e., databases)
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UA companion specifications



- Description of a database
- Embedded database (SQLite)
- ODBC database (MS SQL Server, MySQL)
- Collection of tables
- Methods

- Add/remove/rename table
- Query table

- Description of a database table
- Collection of columns
- Methods

- Add/remove/rename column
- Insert record(s)

- Mapping between OPC UA data types and DBMS 
data types
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Data stores companion specification



- Three machines 
- Supervisor

- HMI 1

- HMI 2

- Communication through OPC UA Client Server 
model

- All machines are both client and server 
(“peers”)

- HMI 1 exposes the user registry to HMI 2
- Made possible by the agreement on the semantics of 

the “User” type

- HMI 2 exposes its alarms to HMI 1
- Made possible by the agreement on the alarms’ 

semantics

- Both HMIs expose variables, the user interface 
and alarms to the supervisor
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M2M example

Supervisor

HMI 1 HMI 2

Users

Variables
UI

Alarms

Variables
UI

Alarms

Alarms



- Valerio Guarnieri: v.guarnieri@asem.it

- Alberto Riccio: a.riccio@asem.it

- ASEM website: www.asem.it

- UNIQO HMI website: https://uniqohmi.asem.it
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